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***MEANING/SPELLING TEST: Monday, June 1*** 

 
Vocabulary Wordlist- Know the spelling, meaning, and part(s) of speech) 
 
appointment NOUN a scheduled meeting; a date or engagement 
 
attendant NOUN a person whose job is to serve others in some capacity, such  
                 as assisting customers; one who waits on another or others; one who      
                 accompanies and waits on an important person, such as a ruler 
 
commercial NOUN an announcement on radio or television made to encourage  
                     the sale of an item; a radio or television advertisement 
 
                   ADJECTIVE for business purposes, having profit as an aim <commercial       
                   real estate> 
 
committee NOUN a group of people in charge of certain activities, decisions, or  
                   responsibilities 
 
                    ADJECTIVE <committee meeting> 
 
managed VERB succeeded at or achieved after making an effort 
 
 
mugged VERB attacked with the intent to rob 
 
operator NOUN one who works or runs a machine, device, or system; one  who directs,   
                manages, or puts into motion a job or process 
 
pollution NOUN the act or result of including unwanted materials; the spoiling and    
                dirtying of nature; harm caused to Earth by people; contamination or impurity;   
                uncleanness 
 
practical ADJECTIVE concerned with actual use; guided by experience and  
                observation; useful; workable; realistic 
 
scrub VERB to clean by rubbing hard; to scour 
           ADJECTIVE describes something used for cleaning purposed <scrub brush> 

 
 
Word Skill Wordlist Review- Know the spelling; homophones- spelling and meaning 
 
too     because     there     their     a lot     were     said     went     they     favorite     when    friend     

know     that’s      upon     with     our     really     then     I      always     finally     again     different     

they’re      once     until      where     before      presents      we’re     sometimes     didn’t     heard     

little     through     off     outside      something      thought      people      everybody      house  

would      one      brother      could      pretty      caught      whole       morning       took      believe       

his      it’s    started    beautiful     two       almost       clothes        cousin        everything       

getting     I’m     scared     was     what     everyone       sound         swimming         very        who 


